GET ‘JUST THE BLUES TALKING’ ON YOUR RADIO STATION – FREE
Across the South West of England, throughout the UK and right around the world we go
back in time with a bucketful of Classic and Modern Blues, R&B, Jazz, a little Gospel
Blues and just a side order of Soul.

Who are we?
Papa D Productions is a radio station production company specialising in ‘Blues’ as far
back as 1929 and up to the present day, making all the stops along the way. Our
company was created in 2012. We are a relatively small company (Just 7 people) which
means, more than anything else, we offer you a personal service.

What does it cost?
The big question with a very short answer... To you: nothing! There are no hidden
costs or catches. We generate our revenue by production sponsorship and commercial
advertising in other media directions.

How does it work?
The copyrighted productions listed below are produced weekly in our own studios. The
ones you choose are uploaded to you every Thursday using digital transfer software
(‘We Transfer’) in digital MP3 format. All we need from you is an email address for us
to transfer to. This service is non-contractual on your part. You may stop this service at
any time.

Productions list...





‘Listen to Just the Blues Talking’ – 60 minutes. (Weekly)
‘Back tracking to the Delta’.. 30 minutes. (Weekly)
‘Blue Tuesday Jammin’ ... 30 minutes. (Weekly)
‘Umm Leila’s 50 Shades of Soul’.. 60 minutes. (Weekly)

Where you can review these productions?
The current productions are available on the review page of our website. You’ll find full
details of our services there... https://papa-d.uk/Productions.html

Let’s get started...
When you have reviewed the productions we offer, we’re quietly confident you’ll want
to have ‘Just the Blues Talking’ production(s) on your station. Join our family around
the world. Contact us direct at: Our website: www.papa-d.uk - Text (UK) 07923 967
145 or Email us SyndicationTeamWorldwide@gmail.com
My team and I look forward to working with you very soon. David R Howard (CEO,
Papa D Productions (UK) .. September 2019.

